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CoMmunication deficiencies have long been recognized as amonq

the most conspicuous and debilitating limitations of seVerelv and

profoundly retarded individuals. :,.:any seVere:14, and profoundly

retarded individuals exhibit a complete lack of the ability to

communicate or communicate poorly and only through gestures.

considerable body of research has been directed toward the develop-

ment of speech with children who have neYer exhibited meaningful

expressive language (:-g., Bricker and Bricker, 1970; Guess, Ruther-

ford, and Twichell, 1969; Risley, Hart and Doke, 1972;.Sailor, Guess,

and Baer, 1973: Sherman, 1965; Sloane, Johnson, and Harris, 1968).

4-
these studies, and others, have dcr:onEtrated conSiderable

success in developing speech with nonverbal retarded children, they

have not been totally effective. Lany bf the children developed ver

limited or no useful speech. In addition, none of:the attempts to

develop spec:en witi1 nonverbal... retardec-,10 children have been successful

in generating generalizations so that, after the training has been

completed, the children continued to increase thei,r vocabUlaries and

\4\
.improve their grammatical 'structure (sailor, Guess and Baer, 1973).

, '1,This paper as presented at the 101st Annual Meeting of .the
American Associaton on Mental Deficiency, New Crleans, 'June, 1977

I

This research . was supported by Grants .4610-01 and.471i*6-12 froM
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Z1.71Nusible explanation, for these limitations in training oral

communication, is that the children might not have the cognitive

struCtures necessary for the meaningful acquisition of expressive
0

language (Kahn, 1975a;.Morehead and Motehead, 1974;.Sinclair, 1971;

Sinclair7deZwart, 1973). Piaget "(1962) found that in normal infants,

the cognitive structures necessary for gesturol imitation seem to

precede the cognitive strueture neeessary for the imitation of speech.

Kahn (1975b) has yerified.thase findings wlth profoundly retarded.

children. It appears that children functiohing at stage.three.of

---Piaget'S sensorimotor periOd are, capable of. using gestures while it's

not until stage five that theyare-capable of speech. In addition,

Stokoe (1975) .cites evidence that hearing children of deaf parents

make.tWo-sign and longer sentene s beginning around 1214. months,.

much eaLlier C'an most'ehildren c n'use two-word seneences verbally,
, .

Stokoe also states.that, in,famil es-with oth deaf and hearing

individuals, hearing children will sign before they speak.
4.

There have been several different approaches.used in. recent

years to teach nonverbal communication skills. Premack (19711

-Premack and 'premack, 1974) developed a synt etic (plastic-word)

method of teaching language to chimpanzees: One of Premack'S

Sarah, leatned over 130 words and many key.l.anguage concepts. 'Carrier.

(l973, 1974) rpplicated Premack's work with retarded children and.has

demonstrated the feasibility of-this method with, retarded, nonverbal

children.

:Bliss symbols is another method receiving recent a!:tention.

One limitation of Bliss symbols is the highly symbolic natureof.the



.materials which-may require too high a level of cognitive runctioning

for some severeiv and profoundly retarded children. In addition,

the present investigator believes that sign language, with itS wider

recognition, would be more useful to retarded children than abstract

plastic shapes and.Colops. Gardner and Gardner (1960) trained a

chimp, Washoe, to use signjlanguage with good success. Berger (1972)

and Hall and Talkington (1970).1avka demonstrated the feasibility of

sign language with.deaf retarded children, while,several recent

studies Bricker4, 1972; Kopchick, homback,-and -SmilovitzT-19757--- .-

'Richardsen, 1275; "Topper, 1975). have,demOnstrated the feasibility of

.using.sign language with hearing retarded children.. However, none

of these.studies have investigated the relative effiCacy of'verbaI

languzge training and sign language training. .The Il.resent'study,

thertforei is. an attempt to determine if"sign languatraining is

a more effective method of teaching nonverbal retarded children to

mmunicate than verb4a.langUage training.
-...

Method.

.Subject:.-;

The subjects being trained by graduate research assistants

consist of 12 nonverbal, ,h.earing,fretarded Children. Six of these

-Children are ltming in a residential facility and six are-Iiving

at home.and attending.a day care scao1. Ten of these children
A -

.(five from each site) haveobeen involved _in this project sinCe its

.inception two years ago. Two .dhildren :(one from:each site) moved

at the'end of the first year of the projeet and have been.replaced.

4
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The ages of the children ranged from 53 to 101 months at the

beginning of the project.

There are an additional ten children (five receiving sign)
, -

language training and five receiving verhal language training)

who are being.trained by their parents. These.latter children

have been receiving training.for just oriemtear.

None oF the subiectshave any audiological or motor dis-

ability that ,lbuld inhibit the development. Qf verbal o- manual

cemmunication Skills.

Procedure and Design

The 12 subjects beIng tr.ained by the graduate assistants,

were matched in threes (due to the small nuMber of subjects)

according to age, sex, and etiology, Etiology ,was determined using

medical, psychrlogical, and personal histories and classifieations

were determined using the. major medical .categories outlined by,

Grossman, et al., (1973) . The matched subjects were then randomly

assigned to one of the three groups receiving individualized

instruction. The..,groups-consist%of:a group receiVing.speech train-
.

ing using the program,-developed by Bricker,ipenniSon, and Bricker

(1976), a group receiving training in American Sign Language (ASL)

using a program adapted from the Bricker, et al., program, and a
-

placebo group recej_ving instruction in an area other than.communication,

The, Bricke et al., (1976)program is-an expansion-of the

1973 Br'icker, Dennison, 'Watson, and Vincent-Smith program. .The
c ,

-1976, program consistsof. 24 phases of training beginning with

sitting and ending with.the production'of three-word phrases
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The program includes 12 relingual phases of training (s.itting, eYe

control, wo-rking on a tasJ::, six phases of imitati training, two

phases of 'functionally using objects, and an early ; rk recegnition

.phase). 4nd 12 phases 9f training- speech (imitation, comL ehension,

and production of nouns, verbs, two-word phrases, and thre -word

phrases, respectively). These. are the phases of training- bei

followed for the verbal .:emmunication.croup.

TIe Bricker, et dl., (1976) program has been adapted fOr the

manual communication group:--I,-,-as-Senc-e-the chahges-±n the origLial

program consist of eliminating the five phases of training dealing

with imitation of.sounds and by requiring imitation, comprehension,'

and.production of signs.rather than verbalilation. The manual

coMmunication.training includes presentations of'the verbalization,

'as in total communication, each.time a sign is produoed. However,

contrary to total cemMunication attempts are made to elicit only'

the signs andhot the'verbalizations from the children in this

.trainingcondition.

Th third-group (placebo) is receiving training in an area

other t'han cemmunication Three mf these children are receiving
_

trainingon self-care skills. 1The fourth child is receiving play

therapy.in an attempt to reduce his self-stimulating. behaviOr.

Since imitation and behavior control techniques are\used'in:these

'training procedures, some improvements in_tiheSe areas_ are expected.

.While these four children are.spoken to during this trainingN, o
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attempt is being Made to have them communiCate.with the trainers.
. -

Each of tWo trainers werks with two chHdren from each cf

the three groups. This is done to eliminate trainer ability and

performance as confounding factOrs. Training is carried out. for

20 to 30 minutes a.day, five.days a week.

An additional ten Subjects are receiving training from their

parents. Five of these parents have rec'eiveri training in the

ricker, et 'al., (1976) program while theother five parents have'

reeeived training in ASL and our adaptation of the-Bricker et al.,

. program. 'At_present these parents are training their own children
C.

under the supervision of a trained graduate assistant and the

principal investigator. Each child receives.training at least

five days a week for. 3-0 minutes each day.

At the end of each year of the project, testing for allthe

subjectS accomplished'using a double-blind procedure.' The.,

trainer of each chile. attempts to elicit the desired response
. t

'from:the child. The person testing the child does not know which

group. the child is in and is not ab14:to see what the trainer is
.

,cloing. In this manner, the tester '4dOe's not know what sort of ,

;response.4-.(o"ral, mantial, or none) ds expected of the child nor does

heknow_What response .(speech or sign) is appropriate. Eie is

Merely able to record what he sees and/or hears the child ao or say.

"Results and DiScussion

At thsis point in the research,'the results indicate improvement



by all of the subjeCts receiving training in communication skills.

All eight of the subjects reCeiving verbal or sign language.'training
:3

from-the graduate assistants have made good progreSs. nach of these

sUbjects' egan training at very early phases of training (i.e.,

'behavior cOntrol or gros-s motor imitation)_ and are presently learn-

ing to.imitate, comprehend, Cr produce signs or verbalizations.

Specifically/ in the sig--.ni,ng group, one. child-imitates 16 signs,

comprehends 14 signs, and independently produces nine signs. He.also

imitates 13 two-sign phrases,.cdmprehends 4 twe-'sign phrases, produces

2'two-sign phrases, and iritates 1 three-sign phrase., In addition,

he haS increased his vocalizations ;.nd says one word with the sign.

Another signing group.dhild irniates, coMprenends, and produces

:19 signs, 4an imitate and.comprehend six two-word phrases, and says

four words with the signs. . The other two signing children have been

in.the program for less than'eight months, having replaced the two
,

. .children lost to the project. One of.thece children /imitates 12

signs, comprehends five signs, produtes.five signs, and produces
i

three two-sign' phrases: The other signing child imitates. and.

.r .

CoMprehepds twb signs. The two subjects who have been, lost to the

_Project (they moved away from the available training'sites) had,

.at the end: of their year long participation, made sme progress..

. They were both about to ,enter the imitation and compehension of
, . !

.n:)un phaSes of the project, havingcompleted all of the.preceding
1

!phases. Thus, all four signing children still in the project have
I

begun to learn to communicate and the two children n longer in

the projeci. made progresS while' participants.
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The children in the'verbal training group have also.progressed.

One child in this group imitates ten %,irds, comPrehends 12 wotds,

and independently preduces.nineitords. Two other children in this

grou imitate two words., comprehend three wotds, and independently

'produce two words. Thc fourth Child in this group is still lea:ning
, 41k

to imitate the component sounds of words:

None of the p1ace4o children-have developed Any skillE in

commUnication. :They each have made somc slight i?rogress in behavior

control lkills and two of theM have made slight advances in gtoss

7motor 1mitation.--71 pointed out-in an earlier section of this

report, these gains were expected and related totheir training as

placebo subjects.

Each of the ten thildren beilgtraned by their pLrents. (fivc

in sign languaTe and five in verbal communication) have made some

prog._ess- All of,these subjects haVe advanced from twe to six phases in

the training program. The improvements include twe-of the children
a

in the signing group acquiring three and six signs respectively and

one Jp1 the Children in the' verbal group acquiring six words. It

,shOuld btlioted,. howe;:rer, that.these children have been receiving.

'training for less than nine-months and that the parents ate still

learning the program with assistance from the graduate assistant

and principal inVestigator. We have recently noticed (in the last

three month's) improvement by both the parents and their children.

That is, most of the improvements noted for these children have"

occurred in the last 90 days. At this point, neither group can be.

4-

a
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Shown to have demonstrated more improvement than the other Troup.

Y,ore time is needed tp assess the effectiveness of.the -Darene-

as language tr.ainers of f-heir child-ren.

One problem e have encounterd, in the parent-trainer part

of the project hus been with parerits notwishing to'contintie,their

artioipaticp. It appears, from conversations.with those parents
#

who have withdrawn, that some.parents, who are at first to

participate, later' decide that thedo.n_it want to use a structured -

training program with thoir children. We:are continuinc our efforts

with the ten still participating parents who express positive feel-

ings about their participation.

As for the subjects being trained by the graduate assistants,

the results are, thus far, not Conclusive. However,we do feel .-th,.t

4'
we can make soMe positive statements at.this time. First, the train-.

ing procedures for both speech and signing have been moderately

suceeSsful. The far" greater progress that all eight of these subjets

have made than the four placebo.subjects.inditate this suc,,:ess.
4

SecOnd, it appears -that some transfer, from manual signs to verhali-'

zations, can occur. spontaneously if, the verbalizations are paired

with the:manual sign: .The significance of this finding is extremely

important' to this study. Some theorists, in particular those'who
-

..insist upon the impertance of cerebral dominance, would hypothesize,

that this transfer would not occur, and -thzt_the learning of sign..

lan4uage may hinder the learning of speech. However, this.finding

of transfer indicates that the learning of aign language is not a
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hindcs.rance to the learning of speech. Indeed, the 1,2arning of sign
4

.1angUage may be*holpful to the mentally retarded.child who is haVing

diffic-ulty learning to speal,. It may be that sign language is a

means by which retarded children, who are at toe.lew a ccgntive

level to learn to speak, can learn to communicate.

Further research on this project will attempt to determine more,

\ fully j.f. - cicn

\.more efficient

\\training

lanyluage'training program is more effective

in teaching.communicatien skills) than a direct sbeech

program. \We will also continUe.to study the frequency,..of

th,,, transference from signs to verbalizations.

c.

.41p
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